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Abstract. Time-lapse dedicated 3D seismic surveys were acquired across the Pyrenees oil and gas field, Exmouth Sub-
basin tomap production-induced changes in the reservoir. Rock-physics 4Dmodelling showed that changes in pore pressure
and fluid saturation would produce a time-lapse seismic response of sufficient magnitude, in both amplitude and velocity, to
overcome time-lapse noise.

The dominant observed effect is associated with gas coming out of solution. The reservoir simulation model forecasted
that reservoir depletion would cause gas breakout that would impact the elastic properties of the reservoir. The effect of gas
breakout can be clearly observed on the 4D seismic data as a change in both amplitude and velocity. The analysis of the
seismic datasets was proven to be enhanced significantly by using inversion methodologies. These included a band-limited
extended-elastic impedance (EEI) approach, as well as simultaneous 4D elastic inversion. These datasets, combined with
rock physics modelling, enabled quantitative interpretation of the change in 4D seismic response which was a key tool for
assisting with the infill well placement and field development strategy.

Introduction

The Pyrenees HUB consists of an ensemble of discrete oil
accumulations that are located in the Exmouth Sub-basin, off-
shore northwest Australia. The accumulations consist of normal
tilted fault blocks truncated by the Intra-Hauterivian unconfor-
mity (IHU). The reservoir rocks belong to the Pyrenees member
of theBarrowGroup (EarlyCretaceous).ThePyreneesmember in
the area is comprised of thick sands packages with high net-to-
gross ratio (NTG > 90%), high porosity (�28%) and high
permeability (K�3,000–5,000 mD). The dominant hydrocarbon
phase is saturated biodegraded oil (19–22� API, GOR 150–190
scf/stb). Three accumulations show clear seismic evidence of gas
caps, confirmed by drilling. Three of the accumulations are now
being developed using horizontal oil producers. There is good
aquifer support and water injection wells are for produced water
disposal rather than pressure support.

High seismic amplitudes can be associated with the presence
of hydrocarbons, with a number of prominent flat-spots locally
observable on seismic data before field development. The biode-
graded oil is expected to result in a relatively poor sweep
efficiency during field development, yielding potential bypassed
oil that is expected to be identified using 4D seismic.

Rock-physics modelling (Kuzmin et al, 2015) has shown that
changes in fluid saturation should be observable on time-lapse
seismic data. The drop in reservoir pressure will result in gas

coming out of solution, identifying unconnected oil volumes on
4D seismic. The effect of gas coming out of solution on the
reservoir’s elastic properties would, however, also make it very
difficult tomonitor the vertical displacement of the fluid contacts.

The 4D seismic monitoring used a time-lapse, dedicated
baseline 3D survey acquired in 2006 prior to field development,
and a monitoring 3D survey acquired in 2013, three years after
the first production. To mitigate tuning-interference effects and
obtain better calibration to actual elastic properties, the 4D
seismic analysis was performed using both band-limited (rela-
tive) impedance and simultaneous absolute pre-stack inversion.

Relative impedance

Time-converted pre-stack depth migrated gathers were used to
obtain AVA intercept and gradient volumes for each survey
vintage. Colored Inversion (Lancaster and Whitcombe, 2000)
was applied to each volume to obtain relative acoustic (AI) and
gradient (GI) impedance, respectively. The extended elastic
impedance (EEI) approach (Whitcombe et al, 2002) allowed the
combination of the AI and GI volumes depending on a rotation
angle c-, in such a way to enhance either fluid and/or lithology
response as predicted by the rock-physics modelling.

Fig. 1 shows maps of the 3D rendered EEI volumes depicting
the three main Pyrenees accumulations under development, with
two-way time contours overlaid. The enhanced hydrocarbon
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Fig. 1. Map-view of rendered EEI30 volume baseline (left), EEI30 monitor (centre) and time-lapse EEI30 difference (right). Travel-time contours overlay
all views.

Fig. 2. Vertical views across one of the accumulations under development: absolute AI (top), absolute PR (middle) and time-lapsemost likely saturation facies
based on the Bayesian classification of the inversion outcomes (bottom). Double-headed arrow highlights the Pyrenees member interval.
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responses (hereafter EEI30) at c-¼ 30� are shown for the baseline
(left) and monitor (centre). The time-lapse difference (monitor
minus baseline) is shown on the right. Blue shows areas where
reservoir compressibility has increased, which correspond to
where the original gas caps have being produced and partially
replaced with oil; in contrast, red areas show locations where the
reservoir compressibility has decreased as the result of gas
coming out of solution due to reservoir depletion. These results
were used to make inferences about actual sweep efficiency and
infill well placement.

Simultaneous absolute pre-stack inversion

Thesame time-converted, pre-stack, depth-migratedgatherswere
used as input for a 4D simultaneous pre-stack inversion, the goal
of which was to obtain volumes of absolute values of acoustic
impedance (AI) and Poisson’s Ratio (PR) in a time-lapse basis.
The goals of this step were mitigation of tuning effects, better
quantification of fluid saturation and reservoir pressure changes.
Provided that the inversion is time-lapse based, it is expected that
all 4Danomalies observed are due to actual time-lapse changes on
subsurface elastic properties.

A drop in reservoir pressure was predicted by the rock physics
to cause saturation changes in the oil column, due to the gas
coming out of solution. This effect would be observable on time-
lapse seismic (Kuzmin et al, 2015). Even though there are also
areas where pressure drops cause no saturation changes, these
would not yield time-lapse anomalies of amagnitude comparable
to those that undergo pressure-driven saturation changes.

Given that three fluid phases are present, a single saturation
volume could not be generated. It was decided therefore to pursue
a Bayesian classification approach to assign probabilities of
occurrence to the saturation facies based on the expected time-
lapse differences on AI and PR.

Fig. 2 shows a cross-section across one of the oil accumulations
being developed, with two wells drilled before first production is
shown. The top and middle views correspond to the time-lapse
difference ofAI and PR obtained from the simultaneous, pre-stack
inversion of each vintage. These show a very weak time-lapse

signal around the dry well and stronger signal updip, as expected.
The Bayesian classification of saturation facies generated a prob-
abilityofoccurrenceofeach faciesasdefinedby the statistical rock-
physics modelling based on the time-lapse signals on AI and
PR. Fig. 2 (bottom) shows one outcome of the classification, with
themost likely facies at each space location. It clearly confirms the
signature of the produced gas cap (red) and places where gas is
comingout of solution in the oil column (light green).As expected,
these time-lapse signatures are restricted updip from the dry well.
The two other facies are expected to overlap each other; as such,
their signature is not conclusive.

Conclusions

Time-lapse dedicated acquisition, processing and analysis of
seismic data, constrained by rock-physics modelling, allowed
the identification of signatures related to changes in the elastic
properties of the reservoir, which are very likely associated to
changes on reservoir properties. Gas cap depletion, as well as gas
coming out of solution in the oil column, can be identified with a
high level of confidence in both relative and absolute inversion
outcomes. Spatial interpretation of these signatures, combined
with detailed geological context, provides insights about reser-
voir hydraulic compartments and bypassed oil. This has a large
impact on the development strategy and reservoir management,
especially on well-placement optimisation and reservoir simula-
tion and forecasts.
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